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Cat-Nr: LOOKWRESTGUY

Looking for a wrestling guy

Artikel info:-

Momo is bent on having a fight this evening and is looking
online for a suitable opponent. He tries calling some of his
friends, but most have no time - until he rings Jeff. Although
busy working in the garden, he accepts Momo&#39;s
challenge immediately. They arrange to meet in the evening.
Jeff is rather mouthy as usual and arrives on time at
Momo&#39;s, who is already wearing his combat dress; hot
speedos. They go up to the loft where they want to fight. No
rules, no spectators - may the strongest win! Consequently,
right from the beginning they get into a tough fight. Momo has
improved tremendously and is no longer as timid as when he
started with Fightplace. He really puts Jeff through the
mangle, subjecting him to the most extreme wedgies and
squeezing all the breath out of him with his strong thighs. Jeff
tries everything to fight back, but most of the time without
success. However because of this we see a genuine true fight
with no show. Both boys really give their ALL! Momo is most
of the time the better fighter and he lets Jeff, who spares no
effort to provoke him further, really feel this. In the end Jeff
has to leave the house bruised and bathed in sweat while
Momo triumphs.

	Play length approx: 52 min.

	 
	

		
	
	

Price :  25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Looking for a wrestling guy :

shipping method
DVD Shipping, Download SD.

In catalog since Sunday 14 August, 2011
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